Malmö, Sweden 2022-04-08
The European Film Commission (EUFCN) welcomes Drew A Farion of Dream On Films Ltd and
his film Crew to Europe to produce the Silver Surfer Euro-Tour documentary. Their tour
launches September 2022. The European Film Commissions Network is a non-profit
association that supports and promotes the European film industry and culture. The EUFCN
represents 92 film commissions in 32 countries.
"Their concept of filming a one year documentary in Virtual Reality for critically ill, children
with learning disabilities, mobility issues and bringing the meta-verse to improvised people
around the world over inspired me! I am happy to work with Mr. Farion and the Silver Surfer
film crew in order to help them showcase the best that Europe has to offer. I look forward to
a solid working relationship and exploring how this could lead to a 'win-win' relationship for
both parties." Mikael Svensson, Co-President of EUFCN.
There are some amazing film locations across Europe that we would love to introduce to
them. We will support their film crew with accessing site locations, give them necessary
contacts regarding film permits and providing safe guidelines for film production during
COVID 19. I look forward to a solid working relationship and exploring how this could lead to
a 'win-win' relationship for both parties.
As the EUFCN plays an active role in raising awareness of the environmental impact of film
production we will further assist the Silver Surfer Euro-Tour in offering solutions towards a
green-friendly film making approach. This varies from country to country. Lastly, the EUFCN
has negotiated a corporate rate at Hilton Hotels across Europe for visiting film makers. We
will make access to the Silver Surfer Euro-Tour where applicable.
I have invited Mr. Farion & Mr Tunca Köterin with passport number #U23722554 to the
Cannes Film Festival May 17th and look forward to meeting them in person in order to assist
him further on their film documentary.
Mikael Svensson
Co-President of the European Film Commission (EUFCN)
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